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 Plotting & Pacing 
Plot vs. character driven? Use both. 
Satisfied readers don’t turn pages. 
Keep a trick up your sleeve. 
Sentence structure affects pacing. 

 Character Creation 
Give characters mixed motivations 
& internal/external conflict-combos. 
Lean into indirect characterization. 
Diversity exists. Don’t leave it out.  

 World building 
Do your research... for any genre. 
Establish social norms & break them. 
Know more than you tell. 
ALL details should add to the impact. 

 Dynamic Descriptors 
Sensory details just make sense. 
Metaphors set the mood. 
You can say more by saying less. 
Filter out your filter words. 

 The Writing Process 
NOT writing is part of the process. 
Plans are important, but... 
   ...let your story find its own path. 
Revision is where magic happens.

Write
garbage, 

gold. 
edit



CHARACTER EXERCISE: 
Think of a character. Write a 

list of three or more INTERNAL 
motivations that drive them 

(what they aspire to be, what 
they fear, what they desire). 
Next, imagine an EXTERNAL 

problem that might force those 
INTERNAL motivations to come 

into conflict. Write that scene. 
(For example, Jen has a fear of 
water and a love of dogs. She is 

dressed up to interview for her 
dream job, but on the way, her 

new puppy is swept out to sea!)

WORLDBUILDING EXERCISE: 
Think of one or two important details that make your world unique 

(they might be technological, magical, geographical, or cultural). 
Then consider how adding those elements to society would change 
the way people behave. Will your big invention affect how people 

interact? What practical purposes might be found for your magic? 
How will the landscape create conflicts for the people living there, 

and in what ways will they embrace or resist their cultural norms?

PROCESS EXERCISE: 
In a slump? Prime the pump. 
Activate your creative side 

without the pressure of words 
by sketching a picture of a 
character or scene from 

your story. Even a bad sketch 
can help you to envision them.

PACING EXERCISE: 
Write a short scene in which 

you force yourself to keep 
every sentence between 5-10 

words. Next, rewrite the same 
scene, but VARY the sentence 
length. Write long, elegant, 

complex sentences, ones that 
let your readers get swept up 

by the words, rolling from one 
idea to the next until they feel 
almost breathless. Then follow 

with something brief. Make 
the most intense beats very 

short. Like this. Bam.

DESCRIPTIVE EXERCISE: 
Write a scene with as many 
CONCRETE details as possible.  
Engage all the senses. What 

does it look, feel, sound, smell, 
and even taste like? Next, 

describe the same scene using 
only FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE. Use 
creative metaphors to express 

some feeling about the scene. 
(For example, “His gray cell 

was only 6x8 and reeked of 
citrus cleaner” vs “His shoebox 
of a prison was haunted by 

sordid,  lemon-fresh ghosts.”)


